
 

Job Description 
 

Head of Communications & Campaigns   Grade:  11 
 
Directorate: Marketing & Supporter Development  
Location: Slimbridge Wetland Centre (flexible arrangements will be considered) 
 
Reporting to: Director Marketing & Supporter Development 
 
Main function of post: To lead the development and delivery of WWT’s external communications and 
campaigns strategy, as part of the wider directorate’s strategy.  More specifically, the strategy will be 
designed to raise our profile and understanding of our work and influence a diverse range of 
audiences to take action for wetlands. To work in partnership with colleagues across the organisation 
to co-design and test communications campaigns to encourage public engagement, drive income 
generation and influence policy makers, and to develop new and imaginative ways of broadening our 
audiences to help encourage a million people to take action for wetlands. The post will also play an 
active role as a member of the Marketing & Supporter Development (MSD) Senior Management 
Team. 
 
Supervisory responsibilities: Communications & Campaigns Manager, Press & PR Officer, Events 
Manager 
 

Responsibilities of the post 
1. Lead the development and delivery of WWT’s communications and campaigns strategy, designed 

to deliver agreed outputs and outcomes, working closely with the Head of Brand and Content and 
other colleagues in the directorate and the wider organisation. 
 

2. Work in partnership with the Director of MSD, and other members of the MSD SMT, to contribute 
to the development and delivery of an integrated strategy for the directorate and annual business 
plans designed to support the organisation’s objectives and strategic plan.  

 
3. Work with MSD SMT colleagues, and other colleagues in the organisation, to develop and test 

new initiatives and campaigns to encourage greater public engagement with and support for 
wetlands and to influence key policy makers and stakeholders.  

 
4. Oversee the press office function to ensure it provides strong, professional and timely media 

relations and responses and has appropriate media monitoring services in place.  
 



5. Advise the Director of MSD and Management Board on reputational issues emerging in the media.  
Maintain an issues and crisis management preparedness plan and lead WWT’s issues and crisis 
response in line with the procedures set out in the plan.  
  

6. Working with other colleagues to oversee the development of the Vice Presidents and 
Ambassador management function and plan of action, in order to ensure that WWT builds valuable 
and lasting relationships that support the delivery of the organisation’s objectives with a particular 
focus on income generation, public policy campaigning and public engagement. 

 
7. Oversee the development and delivery of the Events function and plan of action, ensuring it is 

developed in partnership with the wider organisation, to support the delivery of the MSD strategy 
and the organisation’s wider objectives.  
 

8. Build and maintain effective working relationships with colleagues across the organisation, 
including leading the co-design and delivery of multi-disciplinary projects and campaigns, 
identifying areas for increasing efficiency and effectiveness.  

 
9. Oversee use of the Project Management Framework by the team and ensure effective 

management and delivery of projects, on time and on budget.   
 

10. To define and establish appropriate functional frameworks within which site based teams have 
freedom to manage and develop their own initiatives, clarifying the role of both site based and 
central teams and ensuring that both work collaboratively together as one organisation. 

 
11. Accountable for the management of the team’s budget including regular reporting and 

reforecasting, oversight of supplier contracts and ensuring procurement and financial policies and 
procedures are implemented within the team. 

 
12. Responsible for overseeing the appointment and management of external agencies and 

contractors for specific projects to supplement existing team capacity and expertise. 
 

13. To provide leadership to all staff and volunteers within the Communications and Campaign team, 
enabling every team member’s contribution to be maximised by ensuring that the appropriate 
levels of direction, coaching and support are provided through professional line management in 
line with WWT’s people frameworks. 

 
14. To ensure the health, safety and wellbeing of everyone in your department is an integral part of 

how they work, creating a safe environment for staff, volunteers and visitors by implementing 
WWT’s health and safety policies and guidelines. 

 
15. To be responsible for ensuring that your department engage with the WWT Sustainability 

Statement being aware of negative environmental impacts and incorporating sustainable ways of 
working within your team. 



In addition to the duties and responsibilities listed, the post holder is required to perform any other 
reasonable duties that may be assigned by the supervisor shown above, from time to time. 

 

Date raised: September 2020 



Person Specification 

1. Qualifications 

Essential:  

• Educated to degree standard or equivalent   
• Current driving licence as the ability to travel to other WWT sites and around the UK is essential 

Desirable: 

• A qualification in Marketing or Public Relations e.g. CIPR 
• A qualification or equivalent experience in science or conservation communications. 

2. Experience 

Essential:  

• Extensive experience of developing and delivering external communication strategies to deliver 
clear output and outcome metrics 

• Track record of working with marketing functions to develop and manage integrated 
communications campaigns that deliver measurable results across multiple channels 

• Significant experience of strategic communications and public affairs campaigning, and developing 
and implementing communications plans to support public affairs objectives such as influencing 
government policy  

• Experience of developing and implementing consumer facing campaigns to influence a change in 
behaviour or encourage consumers to take action 

• Significant experience of issues and crisis communications and advising an organisation at senior 
management level on reputation management 

• Track record of good political judgement and knowledge of the policy making arena 
• Experience of building innovative media partnerships to achieve measurable objectives 
• Track record of maintaining and developing senior media and related contacts 
• Experience of leading, managing and developing teams to deliver organisational objectives. 
• Track record of building effective working relationships across teams in a complex organisation 
• Track record of overseeing multiple projects simultaneously and reprioritizing to meet changing 

deadlines 
• Track record of selecting and managing agencies and contractors to deliver strategic advice, 

projects and campaigns  
• An experienced media performer and media handler 
• Proven ability to represent profession and stand up for professional values. 

Desirable:  

• Experience of promoting citizen science initiative / mass participation events or activities.  
• Experience in conservation/environmental sector with relevant media contacts 
• Experience of working in a multi-site organisation 
• Experience of working in the charitable sector.  



3. Managerial & Supervisory 

Essential:  

• Ability to lead and motivate a team ensuring individuals fulfil their potential and deliver ambitious 
targets 

• Ability to provide specialist advice and coaching for team members when required, and to other 
teams through the matrix management framework 

• Ability to determine team priorities, set tasks and allocate resources appropriately, and identify 
opportunities for investment and improvement 

• Ability to select and oversee relationships with agencies and contractors to ensure consistently 
high quality advice and support and best value for money. 

• Experience of managing staff based remotely away from the main office location. 

 

Type of staff Number managed Number supervised 

Employed Staff 2 3 

Volunteers / Casual Workers 0 0 

Contractors 3/4 0 

4. Responsibility 

Essential: 

• Deliver agreed output and outcomes objectives. 
• Manage budgets and evaluate return on expenditure to ensure best value 
• Ensure strong and consistent high performance in the team 
• Play a leadership role in the wider directorate 
• Take a lead on ensuring compliance with data protection regulations within the team. 

 
Levels of Responsibility: 

Type of Responsibility Level (£’s) 

Expenditure (exc. payroll) £75,000 + 

Cash Handling N/A 

Assets (required for job, exc. buildings) N/A 

Visitors (per annum) N/A  

 



5. Creative Ability 

Essential: 

• A combination of strategic thinking and analysis combined with creativity and innovation to support 
the team in developing and delivering communications plans and creating opportunities to promote 
WWT and its key messages within limited budgets.  

• The ability to coach the team to develop their skills, and in particular an eye for a good opportunity, 
the best way to sell in a story, and how to communicate key messages. 

• Experience of developing and testing campaigns to encourage public engagement eg citizen 
science activities, volunteer recruitment and fundraising campaigns.  

6. Contact 

Essential: 

• Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal, including confident and capable 
presentation skills 

• Ability to build effective working relationships across the organisation and to take a creative 
approach to problem solving  

• Ability to work creatively with brand, content and marketing functions to develop integrated 
campaigns 

• Ability to work collaboratively with and influence senior staff and volunteers including the 
Management Board and Council 

• Ability to network and represent WWT at the highest levels internally and externally 
• Ability to manage journalists and other media including in sensitive and complex situations 
• Contacts, networks and knowledge within the media and communications sector. 

 

General Notes 
This is a full time position and will require evening work and occasional weekend work to meet the 
needs of the post. 
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